In this paper a novel solution algorithm is proposed for solving general first order dynamic network loading (DNL) problems in general transport networks. This solution algorithm supports any smooth non-linear two regime concave fundamental diagram and adopts a simplified fanning scheme. It is termed eGLTM (event-based General Link Transmission Model) and is based on a continuous-time formulation of the kinematic wave model that adapts shockwave theory to simplify expansion fans. As the name suggests eGLTM is a generalisation of eLTM, which is a special case that solves the simplified first order model assuming a triangular fundamental diagram. We analyse the impact of modelling delay in the hypocritical branch of the fundamental diagram to assess the differences between the two models. In addition, we propose an additional stream of mixture events to propagate multi-commodity flow in event based macroscopic models, which makes both eLTM and eGLTM suitable for dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) applications. The proposed solution scheme can yield exact solutions as well as approximate solutions at a significantly lesser cost. The efficiency of the model is demonstrated in a number of case studies. Furthermore, different settings for our simplified fanning scheme are investigated as well as an extensive analysis on the effect of including route choice on the algorithms computational cost. Finally, a large scale case study is conducted to investigate the suitability of the model in a practical context and assess its efficiency compared to the simplified first order model.
Introduction
Each dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) model typically consists of two components. The first handles route, and possibly, departure time choice. The second is responsible for loading traffic onto the network conditional on the route and/or departure time choice. Often an iterative simulation-based approach is adopted to reach some form of (near) equilibrium state as the final result.
In this paper we focus mainly on the loading of traffic onto the network in a time dependent fashion known as dynamic network loading (DNL). Route choice is supported within the DNL formulation, but is assumed to be readily available in the form of path flows varying by departure time, see Figure 1 . Different types of DNL formulations exist that are typically classified as macroscopic, mesoscopic or microscopic (Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos, 2001 ). The latter two load individual discrete vehicles (or sometimes packets of vehicles) onto the network whereas a macroscopic DNL represents traffic flow as a continuum (often the analogy with a fluid is made). In this paper we focus on macroscopic models. Each DNL encompasses a link model and a node model. The link model propagates traffic flow across homogeneous road segments while the node model distributes flow across intersections where links compete for available capacity. (km/h). In the part that follows we omit sub-index a for notational convenience and readability.
Each FD is split into two regimes, a hypocritical branch representing all uncongested states and a hypercritical branch for all congested states (see e.g., Cascetta, 2009 [0, ]. q Since LTM formulations are traditionally expressed in terms of flow rates instead of densities, we will use the inverse flux functions. Wave speed w (km/h) represents the slope of the FD at each point. A (steady state) flow rate propagates with this (characteristic) wave speed and is vital in creating our general solution scheme. Note that when a triangular FD is adopted only a single wave speed exists per regime. In the general case this no longer holds, i.e. the range of wave speeds depends on the shape of the FD. To accommodate this we define functions : Shockwaves separate regions of two flow rates where their kinematic waves meet. See for example the shockwave in Figure 2 (b) between 2 t and 3 : t the shockwave separates traffic states with flow rates 3, q and 4 q and the shockwave speed corresponds to the slope of the line one can draw on the FD between these same two flow rates. In general we denote the speed of the shockwave between two hypocritical flow rates as ( , ) I   and two hypercritical flow rates through ( , ), 
In case of an expansion fan, which only appears in case of a flow increase, shockwaves are absent. However, modelling such fans is cumbersome due to the infinite number of waves, and therefore flow rates, they generate. Here, we adopt simplified fanning through on-the-fly inner linearization as described in more detail in Part I, which keeps the original flux functions as input. This approach is more flexible than replacing the original FD with a fixed piecewise linear or triangular FD. Our approach can approximate the true FD shape to any level of accuracy defined by the user and if needed in a dynamic fashion. Simplified fanning boils down to decoupling the direct link between a flow rate and its characteristic wave in the expansion fan and replace this with one or more "representative" waves carrying the flow rate change(s). The number of "representative" waves can be defined by the user (the more, the closer the true shape of the FD will be followed). respectively. This is an example of simplified fanning with a 2-step approach. This approach simplifies solving the model considerably while still including fanning effects.
Finally, we denote the discrepancy between wave pace 1/ and vehicle pace 1/ through hypocritical function () I q  and hypercritical function ( ), II q  they represent the total number of vehicles a characteristic wave would pass while traversing a link. 
with hypocritical and hypercritical speed functions 
Continuous-time DNL formulation
Part I established a continuous-time DNL formulation for the propagation of single-commodity flow on a link. In this section we extend this formulation in two ways. First, we extend the model to a multicommodity approach by introducing the concept of mixture propagation. It introduces a mixture propagation model on the link level and a mixture distribution model on the node level. Figure 3 depicts the DNL framework that accommodates this, making the model suitable for general networks. 
dependency between flow and mixture components while solid lines show dependencies between the link and node model. The shown variables will be introduced and explained later in this section. Secondly, we explicitly assume simplified fanning is modelled via D-step inner linearization. This allows us to rewrite the flow propagation formulation of Part I such that, on the one hand it becomes more concise, while on the other hand aids the conversion to the final event-based formulation discussed in Section 0.
We first discuss the link model, followed by the node model
Link model
The link model is responsible for propagating traffic states upstream and downstream along a link, as well as propagating vehicle mixtures downstream. At the link boundaries, this information will be passed on to the node model via sending and receiving flows. Individual components of the link model will be described in the following subsections. Again in all variables we omit link index a for notational convenience. Recall the final lower envelope problem formulation established in Part I. This formulation embeds Dstep simplified fanning within the model, but it is not restricted to an inner linearization method. By imposing this restriction, we use this section to simplify this formulation. We first consider the situation for finding the downstream potential cumulative outflow () Ut in case it is dictated by an earlier (hypocritical) upstream link boundary state. Following Part I, the "arrow" notation is adopted whenever a type of projection (of a time period, a flow rate, a cumulative, etc.) on the opposite link boundary is denoted. Given cumulative inflows ( ); Ut () Ut is the lower envelope of projected cumulative segments of earlier upstream traffic flow states given by
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where ()
Ft are downstream projections of upstream cumulative inflow segments. While () i Ut is a "regular" projection (in fact, it is a simple translation) of ( ),
Ft represents the additional projected simplified fanning segments that occur due to a flow increase at time instant . i t Determining which flow rates i u (and their projected segments) need to be considered to find the lower envelope at time instant t depends on each segment's time period of influence. The time period of influence is defined as the time period that inflow rate i u can influence the outflow rate on the downstream link boundary. Let us denote this time period of influence for each upstream segment by time interval min max [ , ) .
ii tt
To capture all segments that potentially represent the downstream lower envelope at time t given their periods of influence, we define "regular" segment set () 
, otherwise.
A graphical interpretation of some example periods of influence, based on (7) and (8), are depicted in Figure 4 (a), noting that these periods can overlap. qu  are the same as the flow rates as in the regular projected segments as formulated in (7). This provides the opportunity to reformulate (4) such 
, if and 1, 
One interprets (9) and (10) as follows: First, the last case of both (9)- (10) The middle case in (9-10) identifies these two outer segments of ( | ) i Ft and extends the related regular periods of influence by adopting the shockwave rather than the characteristic wave. This removes the need to model these fanning steps as separate segments because they are "glued" to the preceding and current "regular" segments. Thirdly, we examine the first case of (9)-(10). This covers the "internal" fanning segments of () i Ft, "internal" refers to the fact that these segments reside in between other fanning segments. The only difference with the middle case is that the preceding flow rate is the previous fanning step of the same inflow rate change, rather than an earlier inflow rate change.
Utilising (9) 
otherwise.
Inflow rate i u in (7) and otherwise is defined to be i u in case of a flow decrease (in which no fanning segments are generated). Observe that (11) results in less separate periods of influence than the original (7)-(8) due to the merging of adjacent segments with equal flow rates. This can also be seen in Figure 4 (b) which shows the same situation as Figure 4 (a), but now based on (11). The original lower envelope problem formulation of (4) simplifies to
where the original definition of () t I is replaced with (13) denoting the set of flow rate, fanning step pairings ( , ) , id
We call a segment ( , ) id and the corresponding flow rate dominant at a certain time instant t if it is part of the lower envelope.
We refer to Appendix A for the hypercritical formulations, which are obtained in a similar fashion. The lower envelope problem formulation of Equation (12) serves as the foundation to derive the implicit event-based solution scheme. The event-based formulation will no longer be formulated in terms of segments, but only considers the points (and flow rates) at which a segment first coincides with the lower envelope (i.e., at which the flow rate changes). We postpone this discussion to Section 0 in order to first complete the link and node model formulations. We continue with the introduction of the mixture propagation model.
Mixture propagation
Like flow rates, mixtures are tracked at the link boundaries. The content of a mixture mM depends on the chosen modelling strategy (path based, destination based, departure time period based, etc.), but this choice has no impact on how this information propagates on the link level. Hence, mixture propagation is agnostic to the type of information it carries. The portion of flow belonging to an The conservation of mixture information within a link is preserved by equating mixture propagation to (cumulative) vehicle propagation. For example, consider a vehicle following a path which makes a right turn at the end of a link. When the vehicle exits the link, it should still make the intended right turn, i.e. this information is attached to this vehicle and therefore mixture information is too. According to kinematic wave theory, vehicles propagate differently compared to flow rates and therefore a separate formulation for propagating mixture information is required. This is exemplified by Figure 5 ; it shows some flow mixture trajectories based on the FD introduced in Figure 2( 
with sending flow rate () st conditional on
Observe that whenever there is a queue, the sending flow rate is set to capacity. Analogous to Equations (4)-(13), excess receiving capacity (supply), denoted by
with possible receiving flow
Here, possible receiving flow () rt (veh/h) is set to capacity if there is no spillback. In case of spillback the receiving flow is dictated by earlier downstream flow rate , ,
Node model
The node model holds two components. A flow distribution model and a mixture distribution model. The latter disentangles flows based on mixture information to yield a continuous-time splitting rate (recall Figure 3) . The flow distribution model is tasked with distributing link flows across the nodes based on a set of rules, desired sending flows, possible receiving flows and splitting rates obtained from the mixture distribution model. We first discuss flow distribution, followed by mixture distribution. Since the node model considers multiple incoming and outgoing links, we re-instate link index a in this section. Tampère et al. (2011) introduced a set of requirements to which a proper first order macroscopic node model should adhere. Since they only consider single-commodity flow, the term node model is used interchangeably with flow distribution model. Smits et al. (2015) identified a family of node models that satisfy these requirements, which include models proposed by Gibb (2011) and Flötteröd and Rhode (2011) . Current LTM implementations and derivatives like Himpe et al. (2016) and Raadsen et al. (2016) where , () ab t  denotes the splitting rate, which holds the flow proportion of link a designated to exit the node via link b at time instant t. An alternative to splitting rates would be to embed multi-commodity formulations in the flow rate definition itself, combining the flow distribution and mixture distribution model. Observe that this requires an explicit definition of the adopted flow composition method (path based, destination based, departure time period based, etc.). To prevent this, we adopt splitting rates, allowing the flow distribution model to remain agnostic to the underlying mixture distribution method and instead rely on () ab t  to be provided as input to obtain desired sending turn flows via (20). This then yields:
Flow distribution
where ( 
Mixture distribution
In this section we incorporate path information within the DNL. In Raadsen et al. (2016) the rather restrictive assumption was made that all path flows remained proportional to each other over different departure time periods throughout the simulation. This effectively only allows a uniformly applied departure profile, but lacks support for (within-iteration) route choice. Here, we relax this assumption by considering periodically fixed splitting rates per route choice period (aligned with each departure time period). This results in as many splitting rates as route choice periods and no longer requires path flow proportionality. Although not fully consistent with the path flows obtained from route choice, it does capture the effects of route choice in a way that, arguably, is most in line with the granularity of the targeted application, namely, large scale DTA. Clearly, there are more ways to embed path information in the model than the departure time based approach proposed here, for example a destination based or fully path based formulation. To illustrate the framework is capable of supporting such alternative formulations as well, we provide a path based mixture distribution formulation in Appendix B (note that this formulation serves as a demonstration, it will not be pursued further for the sake of both brevity and maintaining a clear focus).
The set of available paths p is given by , P where the flow rate on each path at time instant t is given by () p ft (veh/h). However, since path flow rates are assumed to be stationary per departure time period, ()
, where , for 1, , ; , f (veh/h) the average path flow rate of path p during period . h Let us now discuss obtaining splitting rates, followed by the propagation of mixtures across the node to yield the upstream mixture portions.
Departure time period based splitting rates
By modelling departure time period based splitting rates, link level path information is absent and simplifying assumptions are made to approximate this data. Typically, one adopts traditional static assignment to estimate the splitting rates per period, by assuming instantaneous flow propagation and not considering capacity constraints: 
Upstream mixture portions
The splitting rates in (24) serve as input to the flow distribution model discussed in Section 3.2.1, which in turn yield accepted outflow rates. The mixture distribution then takes the accepted flow rates and utilises them to update the upstream mixtures on outgoing links via Equation (26). , , ,
,, in the flow distribution model did not include origin nodes. We therefore replace this definition with (27) which also ensures the conservation of mixture information across nodes. ,, , 
to obtain the more general link inflow rate formulation,
This concludes the continuous time DNL formulation for general networks. Based on the proposed flow and mixture propagation formulation we now introduce the implicit event-based form which underpins the solution scheme presented in Section 0.
Implicit event based propagation
We first discuss the implicit event based flow propagation followed by the mixture propagation.
Observe that only link model components are rewritten. This is because the node model is timeinvariant. As a result, the equations in Section 3.2 can directly be applied in an event-based context.
Flow events
This event based formulation is grid-free, because there is no fixed time and/or space interval. Of interest to us are only the time instants at which flow rates change on a link boundary. Each such instance is termed an event, written as a combination of a time instant and inflow rate ( , ) All events result from earlier flow rate changes on the link itself or on adjacent links. Before flow and mixture events are actuated, they first need to pass through the node model. All events actuated by the node model are imposed immediately and are referred to as "trigger" events, because they trigger flow rate changes on the link level. Each trigger event may result in a flow rate change some time later on the other end of the link, releasing itself. This second type of event is termed "release" event. Trigger and release events can occur on either link boundary since (shock)waves travel both upstream and downstream, depending on the traffic state. 
Processing a trigger event: Release event prediction
Assumption (i) considers the situation the trigger event's flow rate becomes the sending flow rate in the future (although it may turn out later it does not). Assumptions (ii) and (iii) are simply a result of the fact that we do not yet have information beyond time instant t and as such simply assume that current conditions continue indefinitely. This simplifies Equation (16) 
.
Writing out (29) based on (11) assuming
Under the assumptions (ii) and (iii), i.e. constant inflow and outflow rates we utilise (3) to rewrite (30) from its cumulative segment based form to its event based form, with , id t the only unknown, yielding the following prediction equation:
. At the time of prediction we can immediately verify whether it holds that min ,, .
In case it this does not hold, assumption (i) is violated, indicating the link is currently in congestion, but does not go to free flow. Hence, the prediction must be discarded and no release event is to be created, see 0 t in Figure 2( 
,,
with .
t iI 
Release event updates
The previous section discussed the prediction and scheduling of a new release event upon the arrival of a trigger event actuated by the node model. However, it is possible this initial prediction is incorrect due to the arrival of other flow rates on the release event's link boundary. In such a case assumption (ii) is violated and the prediction needs to be updated incorporating this additional link boundary information.
Consider Figure 6( it is potentially valid and a release event is scheduled at the updated time instance (if it differs from an already predicted arrival time). 
To keep the algorithm simple and concise, the updating of events does not affect the original prediction. So, multiple release events could be generated for the same trigger event. To determine which release event is the correct one (if any), a separate validation mechanism is used. This validation method is discussed next.
Release event (in)validation
The validation of an earlier predicted release event does one of two things: It either accepts the event (validate), or discards it (invalidate). Let us consider the validation of predicted downstream release event ,, Figure 6(d) . Whenever a release event is validated, its flow rate is converted to a sending flow rate as in (17), which after the node model update yields accepted outflow rates. Depending on the link states these flow rates may or may not differ from the current flow rates. If they do differ, new trigger events are generated and processed.
Let us now explore the situations a release event is invalidated and discarded. This happens, for instance, in case assumption (iii) no longer holds, i.e. the outflow rate changed, which causes a shift in the cumulative outflow curve compared to original prediction , .
id t We recall that a potential outflow rate at time instant t is dominant if its projected cumulative segment is minimum, see (12). If this outflow rate change led to an updated arrival time, as discussed in the previous Section, an updated release event has already been scheduled and this (original) prediction should now be discarded (Figure 6(a) ). It is also possible the update failed and the flow rate no longer becomes dominant. Schematic examples of this situation are depicted in Figure 6 (b), (e) and (f). Either way, the originally predicted arrival time has changed and the release event associated with that arrival time is invalidated and discarded.
Another possibility that can lead to invalidating a release event is the violation of prediction assumption (ii), i.e. one or more inflow rate changes have happened. If one of the inflow rate changes in time period dominates the current release event's projected cumulative curve (that is, if the lower envelope changes), this other inflow rate must already have been actuated on the downstream link boundary. This situation has just been discussed, and means that the event is invalidated and discarded, see Figure 6 (b) and (e) for specific examples. This leaves the situation depicted in Figure 6( tt  is violated. In other words, the flow rate's period of influence does not "reach" the point it can dominate the lower envelope and therefore never yields a solution to (12). Although space-time diagrams do not show lower envelopes, Figure 6 tt  which reflects the inability of this flow rate to dominate the lower envelope. This again means that the event is invalidated and discarded.
Prediction, updates, and validation for a downstream flow rate change have not been discussed. However, the exact same mechanism and reasoning applies compared to their upstream counterpart. For the sake of brevity, we choose to not repeat ourselves by including this discussion. This completes the flow propagation model. We now proceed to introduce the event-based mixture propagation.
Mixture events
From (15) we see that mixture propagation depends solely on cumulative segment information. Since cumulative segments are piecewise linear (Equation (3) 
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Observe that (35) does nothing more than extrapolate the current outflow rate, until the difference between up and downstream cumulatives vanishes. Notice that a valid prediction can always be made unless the outflow rate is zero, if so we set . y t 
Release event validation and corrected predictions
As discussed earlier for flow rates, changes in outflow rate in period [ , ) yy tt can cause an initial mixture prediction y t to be discarded, even though the mixture still arrives downstream at some other time. Making sure this true arrival time is captured requires additional predictions that update the arrival time, similar to the updates of flow event predictions as discussed in Section 4. Like flow events, this can lead to multiple predicted mixture release events for the same upstream mixture trigger event. It is then up to the mixture validation mechanism to evaluate each release event upon arrival, discard the invalid events and validate only the one true release event.
Validation of mixture events works in a similar way to the validation of flow events. From (35) 
Solution scheme
The presented algorithm is split into three parts: First, an initialization step to setup variables. Second, the route choice to DNL interface component, responsible for triggering inflow and mixture updates at the origins as a result of altered path flows. Third, the main algorithm itself, see Figure 7 for an overview. 
Initialization
In this step all links are initialised: Inflow rate, outflow rate, upstream cumulatives and downstream cumulatives are all set to zero. Further, future scheduled flow events are tracked in newly introduced sets {( , )} Mixtures do not need to be initialised.
Algorithm1: Initialization.

Route choice DNL interface
Path flows are dependent on the departure time periods. Even when they are assumed given, they need to be imposed onto the network during simulation. The route choice to DNL interface is responsible for this task. It updates the connector link flows and/or mixtures whenever a new departure time period starts as shown in Algorithm 2. 
Algorithm2: Route choice -DNL interface component.
DNL Simulation
The main procedure (Algorithm 3) entails a recursive process that takes the earliest future scheduled release event in the entire network and attempts to validate it. This event might be a flow rate change or a mixture change. If the event is validated, it triggers the node model that based on sending flows, receiving flows, and splitting rates, computes newly accepted turn flow rates , ( ). ab vt Based on these turn flow rates; accepted link inflow rates, link outflow rates, as well as updated upstream mixtures are computed. Whenever a link inflow rate, link outflow rate or mixture percentage differs from its last known value, a trigger event carrying the updated flow/mixture information is generated. For each new trigger event, the related link predicts when the flow rate or mixture is expected to be released on the opposite link boundary. All potentially valid predictions are then scheduled as release events for future processing. Whenever a flow rate changes on a link boundary (either via a trigger or a release event) it provides additional information on the link boundary and potentially impacts the arrival time of other flow or mixture events. Consequently, events are updated if needed in such cases (recall Sections 4.1.3. and 4.2.2). This procedure repeats itself until the simulation end time is reached.
The main reason why this algorithm is efficient is twofold. First, it hardly requires any lookups or searches which are known to be costly. Secondly, the equations used in the algorithm only contain basic operations. So even when the simulation, on a large network, might generate millions of events, the total simulation time is comparatively low compared to other DNL algorithms, see also Section 6.
We can see from Algorithm 3 that whenever the sending or receiving flow rate changes (validate flow release in the link model), an update of the node model is triggered. Similarly, whenever the splitting rate, i.e. flow mixture, changes an update of the node model is also required. Consequently, the fewer changes in either flow rates or splitting rates are produced, the fewer the number of events and hence the lower the resulting computational burden. This observation leads us to the discussion of the approximate solution scheme. Algorithm 3: Main procedure.
Approximate solution scheme
The algorithm presented in the previous section yields exact solutions in continuous-time. In general networks the number of events typically grows exponentially because a downstream release event could generates multiple upstream trigger events in case of free-flow conditions, and an upstream release event could generate multiple downstream trigger events in case of spillback. Cyclic dependencies 3 that exist in networks further magnify this problem, in particular when using splitting rates. We refer to Raadsen et al. (2016) for a detailed analysis on this issue. Therefore, for medium and large sized transport networks, the algorithm as presented thus far is not practically feasible. We therefore propose a variation in the algorithm that significantly reduces the number of events generated on the network, although this will in general mean that solutions are no longer exact but rather approximate. In order to reduce the number of events, we need to cut-off the proliferation of events at the link level or node level. Following Raadsen et al. (2016) , we apply thresholds at the node level that determine whether events are triggered on adjacent links. Cutting off events at the node level means that all essential properties such as FIFO and conservation of flow are still satisfied within each link, such that the link model is still solved exactly. However, conservation of flow through the node (and hence across links) may be violated, at least locally and/or temporarily, such that the network flows become approximations. Although we lose exactness, as shown in Raadsen et al. (2016) the approximation error is expected to be small with appropriate thresholds. In this paper we assume that each node considers the same threshold value in determining whether to pass the flow rate change on or not. However, we 3 With cyclic dependency is meant a situation where the flow rate of a link on the upstream link boundary to some degree depends on its flow rate on the downstream link boundary. note that these thresholds can be set differently across the network. This would allow to maintain flow conservation on parts of the network where the analyst deems this is important, while in other parts of the network this constraint is relaxed to increase computational efficiency. We postpone the analysis of the impact of applying these thresholds in general networks to Section 6.2.4. First, instead we first discuss their concepts.
Flow rate propagation threshold
Flow rate changes are diluted the further one moves away from its source, similar to how water 'ripples' when one throws a stone in a pond. The few links in the direct neighbourhood are affected most, while the relative impact on (a large number of) links far away is often very small. To limit the proliferation of (increasingly small) flow changes across the network, we adopt a flow rate difference threshold q  (veh/h) as proposed in Raadsen et al. (2016) . After each node model update, accepted turn flow rates are converted to inflow rates on outgoing links (Equation 27 ) and outflow rates on incoming links
These updated link flow rates are only effectuated when at least one flow rate's change exceeds flow rate difference threshold . q  This measure eventually stops the 'ripple' from progressing and also breaks any remaining cyclic dependency. It only does so when the flow rate change is deemed too insignificant to affect the result (much). Using this measure, they found that, in absence of any routing or fanning effects, for 5 q   , the results still closely resembled the (near) exact solution.
This was demonstrated both in terms of lost vehicle hours (<5% difference) and final cumulative vehicle numbers on the link level. We point out that whenever, due to this threshold, a flow rate change is not propagated over the node, it is still imposed on the link boundary it arrived on in order to satisfy FIFO and flow conservation on the link.
Mixture rate propagation threshold
By introducing multi-commodity flows via mixture events, an additional event stream is introduced alongside the propagation of flow events compared to the algorithm described in Raadsen et al. (2016) . Like flow events, mixture events also suffer from the same exponential growth in general networks. To cope with this phenomenon, a second threshold is put into place. Instead of a flow rate difference threshold, a mixture difference threshold   is proposed. After each node model update, new upstream mixtures , () am t  are computed for the outgoing links compliant with (26). Per outgoing link, new mixture rates will only be effectuated when at least one mixture component m has changed more than the adopted mixture difference threshold   (which is expressed as a relative change in mixture).
Numerical results
In this section we analyse two hypothetical networks and one real-life network. All case studies adopt the Quadratic-Linear FD (see Part I) unless specified otherwise. The strictly concave hypocritical branch allows more realism than a linear branch (especially around the saturation point), while as argued in Part I there is little evidence that there is a real need for a strictly concave hypercritical branch..   is set to a small value, then many points on the FD will be used as intermediate flow rates in the linear interpolation, which means that fanning is simplified only marginally.
The first hypothetical network is a simple corridor network in which there exists no route choice. This network is used to demonstrate how flow rate events propagate forwards and backwards in the (exact) algorithm, and to illustrate how fanning is simplified. The second hypothetical network is a 'Manhattan' (grid) network in which also mixture rates are propagated. This grid network contains many interactions and is deemed sufficiently complex to investigate properties of the algorithm with respect to different settings for thresholds q  and   (to obtain approximate solutions) as well as maximum step size ,   while still small enough to allow running many simulations and obtain a (near) exact solution. Finally, we apply the algorithm to a real world transport network of the Gold Coast (Queensland, Australia), which is available for download via Bar-Gera (2016) . We will use the Gold Coast network to demonstrate feasibility of the algorithm on large scale networks. Further, this network is also used to compare eGLTM to its simplified sibling eLTM in order to assess the influence of a nonlinear hypocritical branch on computational efficiency. It is also used to provide some insight in the contribution of the various DTA components (route choice, route cost, DNL) to the overall computational cost in a practical context.
Corridor network
The corridor network consists of six links of equal length ( 1) L  containing single path . First we observe that the initial flow increase from 0 to 400 (veh/h) depicted in the grey lines, does not cause multiple fanning steps since this increase is within the maximum allow step size 400.
   Secondly, the flow rate increase from 400 to 4000 (veh/h) does create additional fanning steps. It produces 9 steps based on Equation (36), depicted by the blue dot markers. We point out that, on the first link, this flow rate increase therefore generates 9 release events. On subsequent links however, each flow rate increase that arrives is again smaller than or equal to 400,    such that a 1-step linearization suffices. So even though the "ripple" of the fan disperses, it does not continue to increase the number of fanning events. This observation is important, because it implies that the performance penalty for adding fanning might be relatively small (see also the next two sections). At time 150 t  the flow rate drops from 4000 to 3000 (veh/h), and no fanning events need to be generated. The propagation of this flow rate (yellow line segments and triangle markers) is faster than the preceding final fanning wave (carrying the flow rate change from 3600 to 4000 veh/h). This results in the final fanning step flow rate (large blue dot markers) to be absent on link 4 and beyond since it no longer dominates the lower envelope within its period of influence. Link 6 is the bottleneck link, the high flow rate generates a backward shockwave on link 5 which reaches the upstream link boundary at the point of the red squared marker where it enforces a receiving flow equal to the capacity of link 6 ( 500 veh/h), such that link 5 becomes in a spillback state
This example demonstrates the basic workings of the proposed implicit-event based algorithm: It computes events only at times the flow rate changes on any of its link boundaries, is capable of yielding exact results and can be applied to a (simple) network. We now proceed to a more complex network to explore the best settings for generating approximate results.
Grid network
The network used holds 25 zones in a 5-by-5 grid. There are 96 nodes and 220 identical directional links with the following characteristics: Figure 9 shows the grid structure. A predefined route set is used containing 1084 routes. This route choice set is generated based on Fiorenzo-Catalano et al. (2004) . We refer the reader to Appendix C.1 for the parameters used to construct this route set. 
Calibration of on-the-fly-linearization of the quadratic linear fundamental diagram
We now investigate different settings for the maximum allowed fanning step size ,   which we assume takes a value between 1 and 600 veh/h, and analyse the impact on network travel time, ceteris paribus. The flow threshold is set to 0.3 q   veh/h to obtain a near-exact solution, removing as much potential interference as possible caused by other approximation errors. Route choice is fixed since it is not important when investigating simplified fanning steps. The grid network is configured as follows; demand between each inter-zonal origin-destination (OD) pair is randomly generated by drawing a number from a uniform distribution between 0 and 80 veh/h. This creates congestion or spillback on 13 220 6%  of all links during simulation 4 . We refer to Appendix C.2 for the OD-matrix used, simulation settings are presented in Table 2 . Also, a uniformly applied departure profile is adopted, see also Figure 10 . 
with ( , ) a tt   denoting the space mean speed on link a over time interval [ , ) .
tt  Summing over all links and time periods yields the network's lost vehicle hours. We then obtain the information loss by comparing lost vehicle hours of an approximate scenario to the (near) exact solution.
Impact of simplified fanning on lost vehicle hours
By incorporating simplified fanning, eGLTM, unlike eLTM, is capable of capturing hypocritical delay. This means that even in free flow conditions vehicles typically no longer have a speed of max .
 this contributes to the lost vehicle hours of Equation (37), which are absent when adopting a triangular FD. To be able to differentiate between the hypercritical and hypocritical contribution to lost vehicle hours, hypercritical delay was first measured in isolation by adopting a triangular FD. This amounted to a total of 296.7 hours of delay caused by congestion only. Next, the hypocritical delays for representative fanning step sizes were obtained as shown in Figure 11 (b) . For this network, under mild congestion, hypocritical delay accounts for roughly 68% of total lost vehicle hours. We then further isolate the impact of the multi-step expansion fans within the hypocritical delay by comparing it to the 1-step linearization. These results are depicted in Figure 11 (c). Notice how multi-step fanning contributes negatively (if at all); this is because a single-step linearization overestimates the lost vehicle hours as discussed in the previous section and in part I. From these results we can tentatively conclude the following:
 The ability to model hypocritical delay is important in capturing travel time information. In this particular case it contributes up to 68% of the total lost vehicle hours measured.  The ability to model multi-step expansion fans is unlikely to significantly reduce travel time times compared to the 1-step linearization. The maximum effect measured is <0.1% for this general network case study.
5 Each interval holds the cumulative inflow rate and space mean speed used to compute lost vehicle hours for each link within the interval compliant with Equation (37). Multi-step expansion fans only contribute measurably to lost vehicle hours (compared to s1-step) when modelled at very small maximum allowed fanning step sizes ( 5    ). Effects of expansion fans dilute quickly as flow propagates on the network, hence it is only measurable at very small fanning steps. That said, it is clear that even the most detailed multi-step expansion fans do not significantly reduce information loss (<0.1%). Figure 12 shows the number of generated events (logarithmic scale) as a function of   for this case study. Here we see that adopting a small   results in an exponential growth of events, and thus computation time (we refer to Raadsen et al. (2016) , for a more detailed analysis of the relationship between the number of generated events and simulation time). We therefore conclude that in most cases and especially for strategic planning purposes, it does not seem worthwhile to model simplified fanning in a very detailed fashion. 
Joint Calibration of flow mixture and flow rate propagation threshold
When the mixture of a flow changes, it impacts on downstream flow rates whenever these flows are disentangled, for example at a diverge node. So, choosing a threshold to stop propagating changes in This analysis provides insight into the trade-off between the chosen threshold settings and computational cost. We adopt the mixture distribution method as presented in Section 3.2.2 to model multi-commodity flows. We isolate the effect of the chosen flow and mixture thresholds by looking at the first iteration only, this prevents the route choice from interfering. For the impact of route choice over iterations we refer to the next section. Eight 30 minute departure time periods are modelled where each period coincides with the route choice periods. Furthermore, 3 different OD matrices (see Appendix C.3) are applied, each of which spans one or more departure time periods. This guarantees a significant amount of change in the flow mixtures and flow rates over time. Simulation parameters are provided in Table 3 . Given this input, 29 / 220 13%  of the links experience congestion or spillback at least once during the simulation 6 .  is based on the minimum value being so small it can be expected to result in flow changes around or below 1 veh/h 7 , while the maximum allows for flow changes well above the acceptable range in Raadsen et al. (2016) . This leads to a total of 7 19 133  simulation runs of which the results are presented in Figure 13 . Raadsen et al. (2016) . We also observe that in general choosing a cruder q  and/or cruder   both cause more information loss as is to be expected. Observe that for levels of   up to 4%, differences in lost vehicle hours remain below the 2% mark for all q  , while the largest difference found is still smaller than 4%. This might be explained by the fact that each mixture event carries all components of flow y ρ and therefore mixture information of components that change less than   often still get updated (unlike flow rates). It only takes one mixture component to exceed the threshold for the other components to profit from it, as a result of this information being bundled within each event.
Looking at the number of generated events in Figures From these findings we conclude the following: The mixture threshold is best chosen between 2% and 4% which leads only to small approximation errors while the number of generated events is reduced significantly compared to the near exact solution. Further, the impact of q  is demonstrated to be in line with earlier findings suggesting 5% q   is acceptable. Lastly, we find a seemingly linear relation between cruder chosen thresholds and an increase in information loss in terms of lost vehicle hours not being captured.
Equilibrium and convergence testing
While the focus of this paper is on DNL and path proportions are assumed to be given, we want to demonstrate this DNL implementation is suitable for DTA by searching for a conditional SUE equilibrium 8 in our grid network. To do so, we compute a (stochastic) duality gap based on Bliemer et al. (2014) for each route choice period for each iteration simulated. The cost for each path is solely determined by travel time which in turn is collected from a probe vehicle departing within the period (at 10% offset from period start time). Simulation settings are identical to those provided in Table 3 and  in addition we Figure 14 , where each line denotes the stochastic duality gap per route choice period. As can be seen all route choice periods converge quite quickly to an acceptable gap of 0.00001,  and as expected, later periods have more trouble converging than earlier periods due to their increased interdependency. The small spikes are the result of an earlier period making a small convergence "mistake" trickling down to successive periods making a temporarily larger "mistake". This brings us 8 It is conditional because its path set is fixed and generated a-priori. to discuss the final and largest case study: The Gold Coast case study, which investigates the computational efficiency of e(G)LTM under different simplified fanning schemes on large scale networks as well as investigating the cost per DTA component, i.e. route choice versus DNL. 
Gold Coast network
The Gold Coast network is a large scale, real world, strategic planning network containing suburban and urban areas with a detailed zoning system. The network and its simulation settings are provided in Figure 15 . As stated earlier, we are interested in the relative performance, both in terms of simulation time and information loss, of the newly proposed eGLTM versus the original eLTM model. In addition we verify whether the findings correspond with the results found on the smaller grid network. 
Figure 15: Gold Coast network and simulation settings
We examine the results of a single iteration because for this case study we are interested in (relative) computational cost only. The results are provided in Figure 16 .
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1.E-01 From Figure 16 (a) we find that using a quadratic-linear FD is consistently more costly than a triangular FD. This is to be expected when we apply multi-step fanning, while it is less obvious for 1-step fanning. A triangular FD and or a quadratic-linear FD with 1-step fanning only generates one wave carrying a flow rate change. Theoretically a quadratic-linear FD with 1-step fanning can even result in less accepted events due to "overtaking" flow rate changes within the hypocritical branch (see also Part I). The reason it is still slightly more costly is because more invalid predictions and updates are required due to increased (shock)wave interaction. Further, since changes in either variable (flow threshold, mixture threshold, FD choice) result in different simulation times, we conclude that each of the three considered variables impact the computational cost. Overall the DNL simulation time for such a large network is found to be between 20 and 100s for eLTM and moving to a concave hypocritical branch still yields relatively low computation times. In relative terms, the additional cost of switching from the triangular FD to a quadratic-linear (1-step) is 5.5-13%, whereas multi-step with 50    increases the cost 15-27.5% compared to the base case. From Figure 16 (b) we find that the lost vehicle hours, i.e. information loss, is virtually identical for the two types of fanning approaches, which confirms the earlier findings, that there is little point in modelling multi-step fanning in strategic planning applications. Most importantly, we see that we do find a significant difference in lost vehicle hours between the triangular and quadratic-linear results. This difference amounts to roughly 15% of the total (Figure 16(b) ). Finally, we observed that the lost vehicle hours seem to be invariant (in terms of relative differences regarding q  and   ) to the chosen FD. While we only examined three different FD approaches this might indicate that these findings possibly extend to beyond the FDs considered in this paper.
Conclusions and future research
In this paper we presented a novel implicit event-based solution scheme for solving continuous-time general link transmission models on large networks. We rewrote the formulation presented in Part I to an event-based formulation that can be used to find exact or approximate grid free solutions with simplified fanning. The proposed DNL framework supports different models within a more general context, where any non-linear concave two regime fundamental diagram is supported. Raadsen et al. (2016) is in fact a special (limited) case of this more general formulation. In addition the model was extended from single commodity to multi-commodity. Path based information is supported by proposing an additional stream of mixture events alongside the flow propagation. Mixtures are agnostic to the information they carry, allowing a range of different modelling approaches from fully path based to more aggregated approaches with periodically fixed splitting rates.
One of the main findings is that in the proposed implicit event-based solution scheme, the computational penalty for moving to a non-linear concave hypocritical branch is quite modest . At the same time, 29 numerical results on a grid network and the Gold coast network demonstrated that adopting this type of FD has significant (positive) impact on the ability to capture network wide hypocritical delay compared to the popular but more limited triangular FD. The increase in computational cost of supporting this type of FD was found to be in the range of 5.5-27.5% (depending on the settings for simplified fanning) compared to adopting a triangular FD (following proposed approximation settings). We also demonstrated that adopting a 1-step inner linearization to simplify expansion fans seems to suffice for strategic planning purposes. While increasing the number of steps is possible and will more accurately describe expansion fans, it does little to reduce information loss.
Further, investigating the balance between information loss and reduced computational efficiency by choosing different parameter settings resulted in the following: An arguably "good" compromise between exactness and computational cost is found by choosing a flow rate difference threshold 1 5, q Future research directions are twofold: The adopted thresholds and adopted FD have now been set rigidly to the same value across the network. More intelligent and adaptive thresholds could further reduce information loss as well as reduce the computation burden. Of interest is also to develop destination-based, path-based and/or other related mixture distribution methods within our mixture framework. Having implementations available alongside each other would allow for consistent comparisons between these different types of approaches. 
C.1 Route set parameters
Implementation used is part of the OmniTRANS software package version 1.14 (which in turn is based on Fiorenzo-Catalano, 2004) . Default parameters were used unless specified otherwise: The following departure time periods are used[0,5400),[5400,12600) and [12600,14400), all denoted in seconds. The first period adopts the OD-matrix presented in Appendix B.2, the last period is an all zeros matrix to allow the network to empty while the second departure time period adopts the OD-matrix shown in Table B .3. This matrix has halved all cells of the inner 9 centroids in the grid (7-9, 12-14, 17-19) and doubled all others. 
